
Porsche 1965  356C  

 
VIN 219369 /  Eng: P 714829 

 
 
This original Black/black, matching number 356C was sold new at Competition Motors in Culver City. It has 
never had any major accident damage with no clips or repairs.  The floor pan, longitudinals, and even the 
battery floor ,are without rust damage and are original! The engine is the original 75hp 356C and the 
transaxle is a correct 356C type with BBBC gear ratios. It has had the same owner since the early 1970s 
and has always been a Southern California car.  
 
In the late 1970s it was repainted in its original black and the interior was completely redone and upgraded 
to full leather. At the same time the carpet was changed to the charcoal 911 type which is still in perfect 
condition. The paint is still shiny and very presentable, although it does show some wear, a few nicks, and 
some paint-checking in a few areas. The owner was a fanatic about keeping the car clean, and the doors 
have some very small rust bubbles from regular washing. The black all leather interior is still in excellent 
condition with no tears or worn through areas. It does show some slight patina but could easily be redyed 
back to new condition.  All the chrome and rubber is in nearly flawless condition. 
 
The matching number engine was recently rebuilt to 1720cc by WR with a full detail back to original 
condition, this included new piston/cylinder kit (NPRs), new generator, oem regulator, Bosch 022 
distributor, correct Zenith carbs, sport muffler, and #16 SC camshaft. All four Koni shocks work well, the 
transmission shifts smooth and the synchros are excellent. Brakes have been fully flushed with new hoses.  
 
The electrics have been correctly converted to 12V and the car has an incredible stereo system with Alpine 
amplifier and speaker crossovers, discretely done with excellent sound quality. 
 
This is a perfect car to use as a driver. It’s been fully sorted and needs nothing.  
 
 

            
       

       
 
 

PRICE $95,000 
 
 
For more pictures follow the link below: 
 
http://willhoit356.smugmug.com/FORSALE/1965-C-Coupe-Blackblack/n-6CkH9 
 
 
For more information or to schedule an appointment please call: 
 
John Willhoit (714) 356-1735, Email: john@willhoitautorestoration.com 
 


